
Åkaröd



Accomodation
Gladan & Vråken, 
Hostel 
Uthuset (2+2+3) 
Stora salen (2+2+3), 
Änden (4+3). 21 pers.

2. Åkaröd 6 pers

3. Teachers house. 
Yellow. 6 pers

4. Fiskabäck





How do we describe a location on 
Earth? 

Geodetic reference system

http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-v2sej--Hf9Y/TbGzN0FeN7I/AAAAAAAAAQ0/dXTA6XAP7Nk/s1600/earth-3d.gif&imgrefurl=http://ods-destruction-carbon-credits.blogspot.com/2011/04/happy-earth-day-from-remtec.html&usg=__1-2G0CU8X0-43x3j7NY4oN1vYS8=&h=1024&w=1024&sz=266&hl=en&start=15&zoom=1&tbnid=bdPrW95I0NOJEM:&tbnh=150&tbnw=150&ei=ZI1YTtWwFofMswaln6SOCw&prev=/search?q%3Dearth%26um%3D1%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DN%26rlz%3D1T4ADBS_enSE237SE239%26tbm%3Disch&um=1&itbs=1


How do we define the shape of the 
earth?

Definition of the sphere: 

A three-dimensional surface, all points of 

which are equidistant from a fixed point. 

http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-v2sej--Hf9Y/TbGzN0FeN7I/AAAAAAAAAQ0/dXTA6XAP7Nk/s1600/earth-3d.gif&imgrefurl=http://ods-destruction-carbon-credits.blogspot.com/2011/04/happy-earth-day-from-remtec.html&usg=__1-2G0CU8X0-43x3j7NY4oN1vYS8=&h=1024&w=1024&sz=266&hl=en&start=15&zoom=1&tbnid=bdPrW95I0NOJEM:&tbnh=150&tbnw=150&ei=ZI1YTtWwFofMswaln6SOCw&prev=/search?q%3Dearth%26um%3D1%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DN%26rlz%3D1T4ADBS_enSE237SE239%26tbm%3Disch&um=1&itbs=1


The Earth as a sphere...

Ecuator

North pole

South pole

Poles = 

ends of the earth's 

rotational axis

Equator = an imaginary line 

on the Earth's surface 

equidistant from the north 

pole and south pole

Rotational axis
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Coordinates in latitute 
and 
longitude

Spherical coordinate system 



Points of known positions 

= “stompunkter”

Coordinates in lat/lon

Elevation (above the 
ellipsoid)



Tachymeter/Tacheometer for 
topography

= Instrument for fast measurements of distances and heights



Tacheometer/Theodolit

• Measures both distances and 
angles (built in compass). 

• 1. Distance from infrared beem

• 2. Angle (α) 

• -from control point (A) to Reflector.

• 2. Use traverse method to 
compute coordinates.

Reflector

Instrument

Distance (m) = Velocity (ms-1) * Time (s)



Measurement method: Traverse

Traverse 
= to estimate the coordinate pair of a 
point when you know:

* angle  
* distance 

…to a point with known coordinates. 

Example:
A (x, y) = 385951, 6174851
Distance AP = 2352 meters
α = 45 ̊

Xp = 385951 + (2352 * sin 45) = 387952
Yp = 6174851 + (2352 * cos 45) = 6176087



Ground meas. - Heights

Image from: Wolf & Brinker, 1994

Differential  leveling
Point A = known height.  
Point B = unknown. 
Leveling instrument is placed between 
A and B. 

HI = height to instrument.

1. Back sight measurement (BS) off of 
a leveling rod on A.  

 HI (value on leveling rod + height at 
A)

3. Rod is turned to point B.
4. Telescope is rotated 180°to measure 
fore sight height.

5. Height at B 
= Instrument height - foresight height 
(FS).



Levelling work on long distances…



Quiz



Solution to question 2



Determine position from satellites 

Navigation Satellite System 

• GPS = Global Positioning System (USA)

Start: 1973/1978 (American defense dep.+ air force), 

Officially: 1995. 

Selective availability (SA) until: 2000.  70 – 100 m error

Name: Navigation Signal Timing and Ranging GPS (NAVSTAR)

More at: http://GPS.gov.



GPS

3 main segments:

Space Segment 

= constellation of satellites

Control Segment 

= ground receivers

User segment 

= the receivers



HOW DOES IT WORK? 

Trilateration: 
… the angles of a triangle can be 
determined if the lengths of all 
sides are known. 

GPS extends this principle in 3 
dimensions.

GPS receivers calculate distance 
as a function of time from 
satellite to receiver.

Distance = velocity * time



Distance estimation

Distance from one satellite to receiver 

 positions possible on the surface of a sphere



Distance estimation

Distance from one satellite to receiver 

 positions possible on the surface of a sphere

Distance from 2 satellites to receiver

 positions on a circle (the intersection between 2 spheres 
is a circle



Distance estimation

Distance from one satellite to receiver 

 positions possible on the surface of a sphere

Distance from 2 satellites to receiver

 positions on a circle (the intersection between 2 spheres 
is a circle

Distance from 3 satellites

 2 possible locations, of which 1 is generally impossible (in 
space or within earths crust). 

Distance from 4 satellites

 possible to estimate elevation



To bring
• Warm clothes
• Rain protection
• Wellington or hiking boots
• Bed sheets, (not sleeping bag), towels
• Other hygiene stuff (not perfume)
• Medication

• Note book
• Hard folder for papers
• Pencils
• Compass
• Small backpack
• Extra socks
• Tic – picker

• Illness
• Water scarcity


